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House approves ·Optometry School funds
The Missouri House of Representatives approved a $7 million appropriation for a joint
science-optometry school building and equipment for the
optometry school last Tuesday.
Proposals to fund the optometry school at both Weldon
Springs and St. Louis were
defeated the week before.
The appropriations need approval of the Senate and Governor Christopher Bond, who
has been reported as .feeling the
project needs more study.
University of Missouri presi~
.. dent C. Brice Ratchford had sent
letters to the state legislators

stating that approval of funds for
the optometry school was
needed immediately so Missouri
could apply for federal funds.
The deadline to apply for
these funds is March 17.
According
to
university
sources, the funds were part of
an emergency appropriations bill
and immediate action on the bill
was anticipated.
Jack Hamilton, assistant to
President Ratchford, said that
the optometry school had not
been a part of the university's
academic plan, but that the university was responding to the
legislature's decision last spring

to fund a study of an optometry
inating !he plant.
school to be located on the
In his letter to the state
UMSL campus.
legislature, Ratchford had said ,
The University of Missop.ri
"there is no question that the'
had supported t~e Weldon
school of optometry is needed in
Springs site because it would
the state of Missouri. We feel
have "reduced capital funds
the St. Louis area is the most
needed by some $11 ,000,000,"
logical place to locate, this school
Hamilton said.
and
we would like to proceed."
Plans for Weldon Springs had
Two other state universities,
also included a central storage
Northwest Misouri State and
nouse for libraries , a computer
Southwest Missouri State Unirenter and other storage s'p ace.
versities, had also applied for
However, the 'Yel!ion Springs
,
the
optometry school to be
site had been reportedly rejected
located on their campuses.
'as a possibility for the optometry
Backers of the school for
school mainly because of the
extreme costs in decontamUMSL had ar~ued that the

University of Missouri was the
only school in the state capab'le
of handling the project. According to some sources, UMSL
had the advantage of being
located in a city that would
supply the optometry school with
clinical patients.
The House failed to approve
funds to the Coordinating Board
for Higher Education to study
the optometry school project.
Those favoring this move argued
that the planning money to the
university had been approved'
before the board was in oper'
ation.
,

Dudman speaks
',in Ford's favor

Meramec
•
Dam Issue
explored

Terry Mahoney

The Meramec Dam will be the
central issue of a forum on
Wednesday , Feb. 19 in the J.e.
Penney Auditorium.

•

Five speakers will address the
question "Do we need a Meramec Dam" from different points
of view. John Walsh , representative ' of the St. Louis Regional Commerce and Growth
Association, will discuss reasons
why the Meramec Basin Project
is necessary at 11 am.
The Sierra Club, which is
currently opposing the project in
court, will be represented by Bill
Oakey at 11:40 am. He will also
show a slide presentation on the
Meramec River Basin.
The environmental aspects of
the project will be explored by
Tom Caverns, chairman of the
Meramec Valley Conservation
task force of the National Speleological Society, and by Don
Rimbach , staff geologist for On- ,
ondaga Cave. Cravens will discuss the effects of the dam on
the Indiana bat at 12:15 pm and
Rimbach will ' discuss the relationship and the area caves at
12:40 pm.

A speaker from th~ Army
Corps of Engineers will describe
• the plans for the Meramec River
Basin at 2:40 pm.
The program is being sponsored by the University Programming Board and Chuliki-ki
Caves c1uh.

• Good Friday
remains holiday'
A decision made by the Uni' versity Senate on Jan. 16 to
• change a regula~ly sched~led
holiday from Good Friday to
Washington's BirthdllY was directed towards a future calendar .
and still awaits approval from
the Board of Curators.
The Current regrets the , con• fusio'n. The next regularly
scheduled holiday for the entire
UMSL community is Good Friday, March 28.

RICHARD DUD MAN returns to campus to discuss Ford's
presidency. [Photo by Larry LaBrier]

Last spring , Richard Dudman
successfully predicted the month
of Richard Nixon's resignation
while speaking at UMSL.
When he returned to make
another speech on Feb. 10, the
Washington correspondent for
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch was
', less anxious to commit himself
about events in the future.
The reason, Dudman explained, is that previously he
had been passing on the predictions of the switchboard operator where his wife worked.
Dudman first developed confidence in her ability when he
learned that she had forseen the
exact date of his release from a
Cambodian prison back in 1970.
He does not hold the same
,degree of confidence in his own
ability to predict.
In fact, he would only go so
far on his own to say Richard
Nixon was not likely to make a
political comeback.
Dudman maintained a relaxed
conversational tone throughout
his forty-five minute program.
He announced at the start that it
was his intention to act as an a-

MMUN looks for needed funds
were the council's tight budget,
that "the council may not have
been the proper organization to
The UMSL delegation to the
approach,
it being basically serMidwest Model United Nations
vice centered, and the lack of
is $200 short of their goal of the
understanding of the purpose of
$400 needed for the expense
MMUN."
with less than two weeks before
J. Martin Rochester, research
MMUN convenes.
MMUN is not financed on ' 'associate at the Center for
International Studies lind faculty
anyone's regular budget, acmoderator of the UMSL delecording to Paul April, this year's
gation , explained that "ideally
chairman of the UMSL delegation. " Because of this," April ' we would like $400 over and
above the registration fee.- The
said, ~ 'we have to go looking for
Center has gi~en $100 above the
funds through different organiregistration fee to get UMSL to
zations. "
MMUN.
Three of the primary sources
The 'contingency board, the
for MMUN funds in the past,
Student Activity Budget Como,
according to April, were the
mittee, gave MMUN another
Central Council, the contingency
$100 to help pay for the lodging .
fund board of Conney Kimbo,
Another $100 may be coming
dean of student affairs, and the
from
off campus from the St.
center of international studies.
Louis Chapter of the United
MMUN submitted a request for
Nations Association, Rochester
funds to the Central Council
explained.
which was denied. Three rea" Right now we have two
sons April gave for its defeat
hundred, and if the UNA comes
Mark Henderson

through, we can easily manage
with $300 by grouping up in
rooms and eating less. We
would really like to reach $400,
however," Rochester said.
The delegates to MMUN from
UMSL are members in an independent study hour credit
course, Political Science 390.
They are required to learn th~
background of the U.N. and its
procedures and learn about the '
political make-up of the country
, they are representing.
This year the UMSL delegation is representing Bagladesh.
MMUN is held each year in
St. Louis, this year at the Colony
Hotel. Rochester defended the
use of money for lodging the
delegates at the hotel by saying,
"students do enough commuting
here at UMSL. By staying at the
hotel the delegates can interact
with other from different schools
and states."

polo gist for the new President,
to make "a kind of a plea to
give the guy a break because
he's not another Nixon ."
While - refering to Gerald
Ford's amnesty policy and describing the Nixon pardo-n as "a
terrible blunder," Dudman said
that a great deal of the criticism
beiPg levelled at Ford was unfair
and invalid.
As examples of what he felt
was abusive behavior towards
Ford, Dudman cited the Ne',v
York Magazine article some
months back which featured a
picture of the President made up
to look like Bozo the Clown. In
the article, Dudman says, reporter Richard Reeves quoted
conversations on press planes
that consisted of "some halfdrunk reporters' wise cracks that
meant nothing at all," yet presented them as though they
were well considered opinions on
'Ford.
Dudman cited his own ' paper
as another offender. Specifically,'
he mentioned a recent article in
which "a great deal" was made
out of Ford' s being unable to
place Buckminster Fuller's name
immediately. Yet Dudman,
argued, "there are probably a '
10,t of people in' this country
who'd make good presidents
that have never heard of a geodesic dome ."
During the question and answer period which took up half
of his forty-five minutes, Dudman continued on the subject of
that "lot of people." "There are
many people , in thi,s country
who'd make good ' presidents,"
he said ," 'too ' bad we haven't
found too many of them."
Fielding questions from members of the audience who were
interested in those "many
people," the reporter handicapped various candidates for
the Democratic nomination .
When asked about Sen. Henry
Jackson, Dudman responded,
"He's the one who's generally
seen as the front runner for the
Democratic nomination, but that
' doesn't mean a lot right now.
He has some problems to overcome. For one thing, he bores
the hell out of people. "
While unwilling to . give an
[continued on page 3] '
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Regional 'university w ithout w alls ' planned
Stan Ketterer ,
The University of Mid-Amer
ica (UMA) is a "universit)
without walls" that is reaching
out to people in the Midwest
unable to attend a regular college program.
The UMA recently received a
grant of $1,418,000 from the
National Institute of Education,
an agency of the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare
and UMA's largest contributor.
The grant will be used by
state universities in Missouri ,
Kansas and Iowa to complete
the planning for their participating in UMA.
The establishment of the uni·
versity was inspired by the State
University of Nebraska (SUN)
program w.hich operates under a
similar format.
SUN utilizes a "multi-media"
approach to its program. The
program consists of an extensive
use of educational television,
newspaper space for lessons, a
telephone line to answer student
questions and learning centers
for those students who feel the
need for additional help.
. UMA was formed by all Big
Eight universities, except Colorado, on Jan. 26, 1974. Both

Oklahoma universities withdrew
a short time later. The SUN
system is the only system in
operation at the present time.
Each state has a state-wide
coordinator to develop a state
delivery system. Lynn W.
Martin, director of UniversityWide Administration Services,
holds the position in Missouri.
Robert S. Bader, dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences, is
the member of the UMA Academic Council for the UMSL
campus.
"The UMA has two main purposes," stated Bader. "The first
is to develop an educational
delivery system which will enable us to offer a better course
of higher quality, and the second
is to develop a regional approach, a Great Plains Personality. "
The present SUN system offers only two courses, Accounting and Introductory Psychology. Courses are offered on
a credit/no credit basis.
Great Plains Cultural History,
General Biology, Energy and
Environment, Nutrition, Computer Science and ~Accounting II
are among ten to twelve courses
under UMA consideration.
"The main target of UMA

courses are those students who
can not attend regular college of
junior college because of physical impairments, work schedules, transportation problems,
or other miscellaneous difficulties," explained Bader
Seven hundred students are
presently enrolled in SUN
courses. Of the seven hundred
students, seventy per cent were
women , and the average age
was forty years.
''The results of the survey
conducted by the University or
Nebraska reveal that the number
of students enrolled in SUN are
proportionate to the population
levels in the areas in which they
live," reported Bader. "Even
though Nebraska has one third

SP.ANISH
MAJORS
VIST A needs grads with Spanish
familiarity to assist in development of migrant health center in
Western Kansas. Other similar
assignments throughout the U.S.
Recruiter on campus--Thursday.
February 20 PLACEMENT OFFICE AND UNIVERSITY CENTER.
(Srs sign up for an
interview--today)

the population of Missouri, th(
survey shows the propo.rtions
.should be similar. These results
suggest the possibility of a large
enrollment in the St. Louis
area. "

WANTED: Young man who
. wants a chance to fly and possibly earn an Air Force ROTC
scholarship. $100 a month in
your junior and senior year.
Solid future. Good pay. No experienc~ necessary.
Contact Captain Walker
At 652-1022
)

haircut and 'blow dry

$5.00

for both men and wotnen

get the style cut
you want
without the ripoff price
(across from Perkins Pancake Hou~e)

Sheila levine
is every
single girl
whoever
had to
attend h':?r
younger
sister's
wedding.

UMSL ref dies
of heart attack
August (Gus) Lombardo, a St.
Louis Area sports official for the
past 10 years. eied of a heart
attack Sarurday night while officIating a University of MissouriSt. Louis basketball game at the
UMSL Multi-Purpose Building.
He was 42.
Lombardo collap-ed on the
court with 28 seconds left in the
first half of a game between
UMSL and IIlinois·Chicago
Circle. The team physician summoned from the stands administered external heart message
before an ambulance arrived.
Lombardo. a counselor and
social studies teacher at Brent-·
wood High school. officiated
basketball and football on both
the college and high school
levels since 1957. Lombardo was
also a former referee in the
'ilorth American Soccer League.
He graduated from Washngton University where he
llayed both football and soccer.

Nightly 7:20 9:20
Sat.&Sun.l :20 3:20
5:20 7:20 9:20
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Buy any size Pizza at regular

Jeannie Berlin Roy Scheider
Rebecca Dianna Smith

price and receive a

FREE PIZZA
Next smaller :;;ize with equal

n ti m b e r

•

Paramounl PIcture, Pre<.,cnt ...

'Sheila9eyine.
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Featuring our Pizza' and Salad Buffet
Mon.-Fri. 11-2 All you (an eat $1.69

is dead and living in New York"

Produced by Harry Korshak · Dlrec:ed by Sidney j. Fune
Screenoloyby Kenny Solms ond Gail Parent
Bo· .• J, n·l,
. " , Gall Parent·
,'t Michel Legrand ~
~ PG[ 'IIEN1Il GUmlNCE SUGGESI[O ·:;cl rechnlColor . POnevlslan A Paramount ( I \ , .~
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Only 2 seconds from UMSL Between the north exits

"4 """",, .... ..
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Picture
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.' SHADY "OAK ~i,,'
FORSYTH AT HANLEY

.

727-2319

Allow' 20 minutes for carry outs 522-8181

,
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DUE MARCH 1st
The great new Hewlett-Packard HP-21 Scientific Pocket
Calculator. Uncompromising quality at only $125.

o More power than the poplllar HP-35.
32 functions and operations, including
rectangular/polar conversions, register
arithmetic, two trig operating modes.
o Full display formatting. Select fixeddecimal or scientific notation with
display rounded to desired number or
d'ecimal places .
o H p's error-sm'inR RPN logic system
lI'it/1 4-memorv stack.
o Traditional H'P quality craftsmanship.
o Nell'. smaller si~e.
o An unbeatable price /perforr.wnce
ratio.
Test the new HP-21 today right in our
store. See for yourself how much performance you can take home for only
$125.
r

University Bookstore

.

..

T""'\ALEBeauty

.L...C"Salon
7,805 Claytor1 Road 727-8143

,!!
!
!

,
,~

,!
i
,,i
,,i,,

CLOSE OUT SALE
Kingspoi nt 9202 Calculator·
2 Only - Regularlly $119.95
Sale $40.00
Addition - Subtraction - Multiplication - Division - Memory Device - 8 Digit Display AC or Battery - Full Floating Decimal Per cent
Key One Year Warranty

.

i
,i

I

Kingspoint 8413 Calculator:
4 Only - Regularly $99.95
Sale $35.00
Addition - Subtraction - Multiplication Division - Mixed Calculation, Constant Calculation and Reciprocal Square Root - 8 Digit
Display - AC or Battery - Constant Switch Full Floating Decimal - Double Entry Proof Clear Entry - One Year Warranty

•

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

•

AIl Sales Final No Additional Discount
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Placke Toyota
3630 s. Kilgshighway

Students
' Present your ID card and
receive a 10% discount on
parts and labor_ SpecialIzlng ,in British and Jap anese autos.
351-3000

. ~==========================~~==~~~
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Team hosts
debate here
Bennie Burrell
The campus was a bit more '
lively this past weekend.
The QMSL debate team was
the host for the 8th Annual
Gateway Invitational Tournament on Feb. 7 and 8. There
was spirited competition among
S4 univerSIty debate teams.
The UM SL team did not
p articipate in any of the debate
sessions. The visitors, however,
foun d the UMSL forensic team
and the program "well organized . "
The common bond among the
students was a shared " resentment towards the present political system." The debates focused on topics from Senate
sub-committee activities all the
way to Congress' relationship to
the president. The topic for
.debate was " should the power
of the presidency be significantly
curtailed? "
Winners of the semi-finals and
lfmals were: junior division Coe College; senior division Drury College and John Carroll
University.

Dudman predicts
likely candidates
[continued from page 1]
actual endorsement, Dudman
said that Morris Udall might be
among the best qualified f(j'f the
job, and could conceivably win
the nomination. The latter he
said was also possible for William Mondale and Edward Kennedy , despite their statements to
the contrary.
Conversely, Dudman specu lated that there were a number
of politicians who have not ruled
out the possibility of running but
who are unlikely to campaign.
He named specifically Hubert
Humphrey, Edward Muslde and
George McGovern.
Concluding, Dudman said that
Henry Kissinger was likely to
stay on for a "good long time,"
a possibility many reporters did
not like. The reason, he said ,
was that many members of the
press felt that Kissinger had
actually "conned" them in a
number of instances , especially
about the CIA , the schedule of
troop withdrawals from South
Vietnam, and the extent to
which foreign aid would be
given to Sout Vietnam in the
future.
He also suggested that Kissinger might have e xercised
similar influence on Ford in
choosing m!'!mbers for his com mittee to investigate the CIA ' s
activities - "The Blue ribbon
committee that's been called
isn ' t worth a damn."
Whil e Dudman kept his
listeners in a hush for three
quarters of an hour, he did not
necessarily leave all of them
impressed. As one woman said
to her companion when leaving,
" he 's just groping around in the
dark like everyone else."

•

•

•
Some inner cities have special schools. For
little boys who don't talk.
Not mute little boys. But children so withdrawn,
so afraid of fail ure, they cannot make the slightest
attempt to do anything at which they might fail.
Some don't talk. Some don't listen. Most don 't
behave. And all of them don 't learn.
One day someone asked us to help.
Kodak responded by working with the teachers.
Showed them how, through the language of pictures,
the children could communicate as they never could
before. And the teachers sent the kids out to take
pictures with their cameras .
And then the miracle. Little boys who had never
said anything, looked at the pictures and began to
talk. They said "This is my house." "This is my dog."
"This is where I like to hide." They began to explain,

to describe, to communicate. And once the channels of commun~ca'io n had been opened, they
. began to learn.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this? Well,
we're showing how our products can help a teacher
-and maybe creating a whole new market. And
we're also cultivating young customers who will
someday buy their own cameras and film. But more
than that, we're cultivating alert, educated citizens.
Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on society. So
. we care what happens to it.

~

Kodak.
~ More than a

"ness.

JUliE
GRADUATES
In this tIght job market, do you:
-Use special techniques to stand
out at placement office intervIews?
-Use agencies effectively?
' -Get intervIews answering ads?
If not, call: C&A Employment
Counseling (314) 921-4361 noonSpm
.
we develop your resume, job
search and interview strategy
with services designed for students' needs and budget. Not an
agency!
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LETTERS
UMSl1s new minority: the handicappeG

.•

Gagging ·the 'galloping gourmet'
(Editor's note: This commentary ,
is a rebuttal from a selfdescribed "Dedicated, devoted
employee" to last Issue's parody, "Galloping gourmets stampede snack bar," and is addressed to the author of 'that
"restaurant review." Steuer
notes that this is a personal
viewpoint and does not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
management.)

.C OMMENTARY

mean a higher wage ,
budget fDr mDre help, and
therefDre, quite an increase in
fDDd CDSt fDr the CDnsumer. If,
hDwever, the Dveral CDnsensus is
dry trays and higher fDDd prices ,
I'm sure the management at
UMSL w~uld strive tD please!
I' m SD glad y.ou made referJean Steuer
ence tD "the dispDsable whiteMay I say first .of all, than)..
ware , a tacky white plasticYDU, fDr chDDsing tD dine at a,
ware!" Once upDn a time, real
and I qUDte, " high brDw IDcasilverware nestled in the utensil
tiDn." The majDrity .of emplDYtrays, but, alas , SD many peDple
ees Dt FDDd Service, had nDt '
wanted sDuveniers .of their
thDught .of it in exactly that way.
memDrable meals at the Snack
I suppDse nDW .one will have tD
Bar that we were fDrced tD give
dress tD fit the new image. The
up the sDuvenier business and
unifDrm .of the day, WDrn, faded
substitute the abDve mentiDned
sneakers beneath multi-patched ' , articles.
jeans beneath a staff unifDrm,
Service: 12:55-1:00 - a five
will hencefDrth be a "nD-nD!"
minute wait fDr the emplDyee tD
We were thrilled tD hear how
take YDur Drdet;.
excited YDur friend was (the .one
1:00-1:15 - fifteen minutes
that almDst drDpped her tray at
befDre YDU were seated and
the titilating prDspect .of dining
eating (tDD SIDW fDr YDU). I had
in the Snack Bar.) I dD rememsuggested the use .of rD'lIer
ber YDU nDw ... 1 was wDrking that
skates fDr faster service, but
memDrable day , and was rather
unfDrtunately, this was nDt apstartled tD hear sDunds .of gastric
prDved. I'm sDrry! My .only
juices cDming fDrm YDur friend ' s
'.ot her suggestiDn is fDr the
stDmach. They were bubling
gallDping gDurmets tD gallDp
frDm stimualtiDn .of the vagus
.other places , i.e., White Castle ,
nerve--like the gurgling sDund .of
A&W, etc. where they excel
water gDing dDwn a paritally
in fast service because they
plugged drain pipe. Surely this
handle cDmparatively few numis pure gastrDnDmical exciteber .of peDple during the lunch
ment, I thDught tD myself. We
hDur, ' and their menus dD nDt
were DverjDyed, alsD, that YDU
include "specialties." It amazes
decided tD " drDp in." Whenever
me hDW .one can gulp dDwn .one
we have celebrities fDr lunch, we
.of .our sIDppy,dripping,specialty
at UMSL dD .our best ·tD aCCDmsandwiches in eight minutes
Ddate them with pleasant smiles
flat. .. Dr did I misread the
and super service. They cDuldn't
by-line? Perhaps it read "Gulpbe treated better - even if they '
ing GDurmets." FDrgive me , if I
were students!
erred!
I wDuld like tD take this
Fish Alami: : 85 cents. WDn- :
DPPDrtunity tD let YDU knDW hDW
ders never cease! Let's break:
sDrry we are fDr a few seemingly
the CDSt .of this sandwich dDwn "
minDr prDblems YDU enCDuntercDmpared tD anDther restaurant.
ed. I alsD have a few pertinent
HDagy rDlI: 15 cents; .one fish
ideas .of my .own .on hDW tD sDlve
fillet: 79 cents; tWD slices saDr alleviate SDme .of these
lami: 10 cents; .one slice cheese:
annDyances.
15 cents; tWD slices .of tDmatD:
"Damp Dr 'dripping trays": The
20 cents; tDtal: $1.39 ... all fDr 85
dishwasher, p~rhaps , dDes have
cents, and WhD says tDday's
a prDblem. Maybe we shDuld
prices are .out .of line? I realize
just dump it. Of CDurse , .one
YDU were nDt cDmplaining abDut
answer wDuld be tD hire an
prices, just a tasteless sandwich,
assembly line .of dryers tD speed
but I just can 't agree with YDU
up the drip-dry prDcess, but this
.on that. Perhaps YDU had a cDld

(

wDuld

Editor..•..••....•.....••...•.•...• Walt Jaschek
News Editor..•...•......••.......Ellen Cohen
Features Editor ...•.•.•.•.•. Maggie Arbini
Arts Editor••.•.•...••.....••..•....• Bev Bishop
Sports Editor .••...••.•.•. Brian Flinchpaugh
Production Chief•.....•..••... Bill McMuUan

that day? - had been smDking a
bit tDD much? MDSt peDple will
agree that salami is far frDm
being tasteless; and fish is fish.
PersDnally, I'm a devDtee Dt
the Cluck-Cluck, and have never
had tD say, "I'm sDrry." IrDnically, my irDn stDmach dDes
shake like a bDWI full .of jelly (I
keep meaning tD cut dDwn .on all
that deliciDus and tempting fDDd
at UMSL, and diet ... Dh well,
I'm sure YDU dDn 't want tD hear
my prDblems; we'll cDntinue
discussing YDurs) , and it seems:
many .others say the Cluck-Cluck
is .one .of their favDrite sandwiches. Yes, the Ba Che DDg,
fDr $.65, is quite a bargain, and
I'm SD glad the cheese sauce
happened tD be warm that day -YDU see, we really did try tD
accDmDdate yDU. I agree, it dDes
help tD keep the hDt dDg warm.
YDu're right, it is a messy
sandwich, but .one must remember , nDt all sandwiches are
tD be eaten with .one's fingers -try a fDrk! Perhaps YDU can then
use an extra napkin tD dry YDur
damp tray, thereby cutting dDwn
.on the number .of napkins and
trays used , and this will help
FDrd tD "WIN!"
We regret YDU failed tD nDtice
the many pictures and designs
.on .our walls, furnished fDr YDur
pleasure by a selective bDard Dt'
discriminating art IDvers. Apparently , YDU didn 't catch the
sexy jDb .on the wall behind the
cashier. AlsD, the debris ' left
behind .on the tables .of careless
diners are sDmething tD see - if
YDU dig mDdern , abstract sculpture. Maintenance dDes wash
windDws, whenever there is time
left .over frDm picking up and I
mDpping up in the Snack Bar
area (.on secDnd thDught, maintenance dDesn't get tD wash
windDws).
I trust YDU did pick up YDur
trash and put YDur dirty dishes
and trays .on the racks. With
cDDperatiDn frDm everYDne, we
can further establish .our reputatiDn as a "high brDw" establishment, fit fDr a gDurmet's
delight.

Business Manager ....••...•.•••.• Tom Wolf
Advertising Manager ......•.•..••. Paui Fey
Photography Director ..•.•.. Larry LaBrier
Assistant Photo Director ••..• Jeane Vogel
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The Current is published weekly at 256 University Center, 8001 Natural Bridge Rd., 5t.
Louis, Mo . 63121 . Phone: (314) 453-5174 ,
Financed in part by student activity 'fees, the ' Current is published by the staff and is
not an official publication of the Univer.sity .of Missouri. The university is not respDnsible
for the Current's contents and policies.
Editorials are the opinion of the editor and lor the editorial staff. Articles labled
"Commentary" are the opinion of the individual writer.
Advertising rates available upon request. Member, Missouri College Newspaper
Association.

Dear EditDr:
There is a new minDrity here
at UMSL - the handicapped
student. AlthDugh we are small
in numbers , because mDst handicapped students are urged tD
attend UMC, which is specially
cDnstructed and equipped tD
deal with the special needs .of
especially , thDse students ir.
wheelchairs, we dD make up a
pDrtiDn .of the student bDdy here
at UMSL. I chDse UMSL because
it suited my needs, but here at
UMSL there are numerDUS .obstacles fDr the disabled student:
the dDDrs .of mDst buildings dD
nDt .open in such a way tD allDw
fDr the passage .of a wheelchair;
the rest rDDms are nDt equipped
tD accDmadate a perSDn with a
mDtDr handicap; cDmputer tests
are very difficult fDr me tD take
(althDugh mDst .of my prDfessDrs
have been very helpful) and
these are given in mDSt large
lecture classes; telephDnes are
placed .out .of reach .of a persDn
in a wheelchair. These are .only
a few prDblems and these are
.only the physical .ones. In additiDn, we face the difficulties .of
acceptance and assimilatiDn.
In the time that I have been at
--DMSL, I have seen very few

imprDVements aimed at the ameliDratiDn .of th€ IDt .of the
handicapped student. Perhaps
the mDst .outstanding imprDvement that CDmes to mind is the
auspiciDus chair .on the third.
level .of the ThDmas JeffersDn
Library which is reserved fDr
"the blind and handicapped."
I persDnally have never seen
such a gathering .of "blind and
handicapped" persDns frequent
.one rlj.ther small chair. I think
this small tDken gesture demDnstrates the lengths' tD which the· '
University has spared nD expense Dr effDrt tD help the
handicapped student tD take his
Dr her place in sDciety.
I think that the mDst impDrtant change needed is a basic
readjustment in the attitudes
abDut the handicapped . We d0-4
nDt want pity nDr special Dr
prefential treatment. We ask
.only tD be helped when we need
it and we want tD be accepted as
a part .of the university CDm. munity. What we want and need
is tD be allDwed tD assimilate
~
Dur~e lves and as much as pDSsible tD mDve abDut freely and
mDre impDrtantly with a minimum .of attentiDn. All we ask is
the chance!
Deborah Kay Pbillips

MoPIRGl, not bowling alley
Dear EditDr:
What happened tD MO PIRG
(MissDuri Public Interest Research GrDup)? What is the
value system currently in DperatiDn at UMSL? WhD wants tD
spend $4.30 per student tD fund
a bDwling alley? '
MO PIRG mDdestly wanted tD
establish a public-Driented (SDcially "relevant") student-run
and .operated DrganizatiDn with a
perspective brDad enDugh tD
recDgnize that: peDole whD are

•

invDlved , cDncerned, mDtivated,
etc. are alsD (usually) peDple
mDst likely tD make sOJ;ne CDntributiDn tD their .own sDciety. At
a measly CDSt .of $2 .00 per
student.
,.
WDW! SDme value-system.
$4.30 fDr a . bDwling alley, SD
mDre peDple can fall .off the edge
.of humanity intD deeper pits .of
self-gratificatiDn, at great expense - relatively speaking tD everYDne . What is this wDrld·
cDming tD?

Rose Caraflol

'Ridiculous" return policy
I

Dear EditDr:
This is anDther cDmplaint abDut .our bDDkstDre. The return
pDlicy fDr bDDks bDught during
the first week .of SChDDI is just
simply DutrageDus. They allDw
YDU 10 days tD return a bDDk fDr
a 100 per cent refund. I am
enrDlled in Dr. LeLoup's PDlitical
Science 11. The text required fDr
the CDurse is called "American
GDvernment TDday." There is
alSD a "required" wDrkbDDk
called "Study Guide tD American GDvernment TDday." The
CDurse is set up SD that it meets
.on MDnday and Wednesday with
discussion sectiDns during an.other weekday. Dr. LeLoup gives
reading assignments in the text
and the wDrkbDDk was tD be
used by the T.A.'s in the discussiDn sessiDns. I bDught all .of

my bDDks .on Jan . _ 20. Mr
first discussiDn sectiDn met .on
Friday, Jan. 31 and my T.A.,
Mr. ·Slavens, said that we did
nDt need the wDrkbDDk and we
ShDUld return it tD the bDDkstDre.
Then .on MDnday Feb. 3, I went
tD the bDDkstDre, with/my receipt
and they said, "ND. SDrry." I
had exceeded the ten day limit.·
I was ripped .off $3.00 and was
stuck with a bDDk I wculd never
use . Dr. LeLoup is as much tD
blame as the bDDkstDre fDr
requIrIng
the
wDrkbDDk.
Teachers ShDUld plan what bDDks
they require SD students dDn't
IDse their mDney as I did. As fC9
the bDDkstDre , that ten-day pDIicy is the mDst ridiculDus thing I
.had ever heard .of. I am nDt a
rich student and want my mDney
back NOW!
Name witbeId upon request

- No peace and no honor

•

Dear EditDr:
States viDlated this befDre the
The United States is still
ink had dried .on the AccDrds,
running a war in IndDchina.
under .our sD-called "peace with
'~The light at the end .of the
hDnDr." It seems they have nD
tunnel" is a myth, SD IDng as we
peace and we have nD hDnDr.
cDntinue tD impDse .our will (Dr
NDW is the time tD say nD tD
Henry Kissi'n ger ' s) .on the
Gerald FDrd and his Pied Pipe-.
peDple .of Vietnam. Are we going
Henry Kissinger,- alld StDP fDItD be deluded again intD belDwing them intD further mainlieving mDre American arms and
tenance .of a cDrrupt regime.
'FDrd's request fDr additiDnal aid
mDney are gDing tD bring peace
tD SDuth Vietnam?
tD Thieu will CDme up in CDnArticle 9 .of the 1973 Paris
gress within the next tWD wee'-,
A ccDrds states that "nD fDreign
SUPPDrt the Peace AccDrds ' and
urge CDngress tD end financing
cDuntry shall impDse any tendency Dr persDnality .on the ' .of Thieu and the war.
peDple .of Vietnam." The United
Cathy Vespereru:
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Still-young alumni
-gives 'suprising' amount
Lynn O'Shaughnessy
· f

No one was expecting any
miracles.
,
•
But, when the first UMSt
Alumni fund-raising drive netted
over $6,000 in cash and pledges,
even Blair Farrell, director of
the Development Office , was
surprised.
UMSL finally joined the ranks '
of established universities by in.\- augurating its first annual
alumni fund raising drive last
November. The university's
10,000 alumni were solicited for
funds by mail , and they will be
recontacted this March.
The average gift was $60, well
over the national average gift of
$20, Farrell said. But, only 100
• out of the alumni contacted gave
any money, he continued, limo'
iting the success of the first
drive .
"The alumni just aren 't in the
habit of giving."
He was assistzd in the drive
• by Lois Schoemehr, alumni director and UMSL graduate, and
a few energetic alumni.
"UMSL is in a unique position," he said , "since all of
the degree-holding alumni are
out of school less than ten
years." Most are jusL starting
.,ont \"ith their ca reers, have
young families , and are just not
firmly established yet , he continued.
Phyllis Brandt, alumni association secretary and a fund
raising worker, said that many
• alumni that she had contacted
thought the drive was badl y
timed.
Brandt said that a number of
alumni relayed that they just
couldn't give at that time.
Despite the factors weighing
• against the drive, Farrell felt it
had to be started. "In ·fact , we
should have started the drive ten
years ago," he said.
The additional funds help to
supplement state funds for badly
needed services and programs.
~ Alumni can specify where their
gift will be oirected -- to the
Student Scholarship Fund, Stu-

dent Loan Fund, the athletic
program, a department or division. However, unrestricted
gifts are preferred because the
Development Office can direct
them to areas of greatest need.
Brandt stressed that, although
the drive is necessary, there are
other ways that young alumni
can support UMSL. "UMSL
needs verbal support for its
programs and events," she said.
Nancy Krarr, a member of the

i

viduals are interested in their
alma mater but we disproved
this," Schoemehl said.
"We couldn't sit for ten years
waiting for nostalgia to hit."
Despite alumni activity, Farrell envisions the substantial
private support in the future
coming from the community and
busitiess leaders . In the past few
months people from the development office visited St. Louis
leaders in an effort to secure

Goodyear, Hercules, Monarch, Sieberling, loyo
All bJ and~ - all sizes~
B .es,'~hocks, Wheels,

FOCUS
alumni board of directors, agrees that the most important
role for alumni right now is to
publicized UMSL in the community. "If the alumni don't sell
UMSL to the community, who
will?"
.
Enrollment in the alumni association shows that man y
alumni are interested in UMSL's
future. "Commuter campuses
have always been more susceptable to apathy," Schoemehl
said. " But at UMSL twenty per
cent of the alumni are formal
members of the organization."
According to Schoemehl, this is
higher than the other three Missouri campuses and slightly
above the national average.
The Alumni Association has
supported scholarships for students , furnished the student
lounge in the University Center,
bought out-door athletic equipment , and has supplied outgoing seniors with practical
handbooks on life after graduation .
The association sponsors the
annual Serendipity Day for incomi ng high school students,
graduation receptions and social
events for alumni. Annual dues
are $5 , which fund among other
things, an alumni publication
called ALUMSL.
The Alumni Association began
at the same time the first class
graduated from UMSL. " Usually
it takes ten years before indi-

. ~dults $.1.50 ._.~h~lct 75;'
.Laughs (jalore m these 2 OJ Tyme Hits!
Joan Davis
, Eddie Cantor
Susie"
in
"A
Port"

525! Southwest

'.

about 25 "special friends" for
UMSL. These friends would not
only contribute to UMSL financially but would lend UMSL
t!:eir prestige and influence. By
the end of .March, Farrell said,
the 25 people will be found.
Soliciting funds and support
from St. Louis, " a private school
town" has been ' difficult , Farrell
said. "There is no history of
public institutions in St. Louis .
St. Louis has not been sold on
the need for private support fot
public institutions."
Another reason Farrell attributes to the community's hesitancy in supporting UMSL is the
instability of the chancellor's
post throughout the university's
short history.

Mqn. -Fri. 8:30 5:30 Sat. 9-2 . .
Tire Brokers, Inc.
Wholesa(e Prices Quoted
2400 Woodson at Lackland' with presentation of UMSL
Overland, Mo. 63114
I.D. Only Studems, Staff,
No Phone Calls, Please
and Faculty

EUROPE
BOUND
IN '75?
wouldn't you rather come with us?
Last year over ?OG , OOO studenl-s s ummer d in Europe . And the
trave1 wi se fl e w on charters because it costs about HALF :
This year a J we ek ticke t to London is $512 .; 2 - J
w eker $597 . And its $767 . for over six weeks from New
York .
(That ' S ,,,hat the airlines say now . Last year there
were two llnforcast lllcr~ases : )

The present interim Chancellor, Emery Turner, has been a
key figure involved with the first
fund raising drive , Farrell said.
"UMSL needs special help and
Turner sees this need more
closely than his predocessors.
Turner understands UMSL cannot go on being an island but
will have to relate with the
community. "

Not only do you fly with us at half , but. you call ,ju,·t. abuut.
have your choice of daLes for 4 , 5, t> , '1 ,
<) , 1!J "l eek d,If'ation during the SUllllliel' . And all you have to do t.Ci qualify
i.; re:;erve your seat 1I0W by :;ulldin!; !laoo. c1epo:.;it , plu.; $ 10 .
regi;jtration fet.' .
UtHler recently flew U. S .. Governillent. re;!ulatiom< we mUf>t f>ubll,it. all fl irhl. [artie ipant:. natlle: and
full paYlllent s ixl-y day:.; before each fJ ight. 1f you t.ake the
Jun~ 21 - Augt..,t 1 0 1'1 ie:ht t.o i.ol:doll for exalllple , aepc,..:it. n:serve,; your <'8at ',,,d April 1 '> you :~enri lobe $l')S1 . Iia lane': .
,Just one pr'ice fur all flir-:ht..:j whet)}I~r ),vU iJieY.. a wl2f'k,:l.:,d
departul'" ($1'5 . 8xtt'a 01. lIe r-togul,"' r,,:'" airJi,,(!.) u" pe:>f:
~~t'!asoll sur'charge date .

e,

Farrell hopes that the pennanent chancellor named, "if not
Turner, will be someone equally
development oriented." If the
permanent chancellor does not
have development as a high :
Ipriority he feels the initial fund
raising attempt might have been
a wasted effort.
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Sirens for fire not found alarming
Bonnie Valle
At the sound of the buzzer
there were looks of surprise.
Then came lau~hter as some
decided UMSL was having an air
raid.
Hqwever, it was not lm airraid siren, but a fire-alarm.
Luckily.for the people in Lucas
Hall on Jan. 23, the alarm was
false.
Yet, judging by some of the
reactions in room 200 that day,
there may be cause for concern.
Some of the students did not
know what the loud buzz signified . When asked later if 'he
knew what the sound was, one
teacher also said he did not
know at the time that the sound
was the building's fire . alarm
systef!!.
The incident raised many
questions . What would have
happened if the emergency had
been real? Even though the
alarm was false, why didn't the
fire department show? A St.
Louis fireman, Private Harvey
W e bber , maintains that assistance should have been at the
building within minutes .
UMSL is not on a central'
alarm system. Each alarm is
local , heard only within the
building. An employee in the
building must ascertain if the
fire is real or not. A call is then
placed to the UMSL Security
department telling them of the
fire and its location. They, in
turn, determine what sector the
building is in and notify the '
Norm andy Fire d epartment.
Normandy, having received the
information, then dispat.ches the
engine companv assigned to that
sector.
.
Talking to a number of students , t here is general agreement that they have not been
told of any procedure. There are
however , placed throughout the

same manner as those In a mgh. we will have a full plan. "
school or grade-school."
Three other area schools were
Webber continued on, how- .
contacted and asked about their
ever, saying that acc;ording to
emergency procedure.
the fire department we should
Two , Washington University
also be carrying out fire-drills at
and St. Louis University , carry
home as well.
on fire-drills in their dormitories .
At Washington University all
When asked about the posa system that is hooked 110 to
sibility of having fire-drills,
Hickerson stated that this had
been discussed at a recent
meeting of the Safety and Risk
Mllnagement Committee.
Having ' been discussed in the
past that the committee "did not
feel at the time fire-drills were
appropriate to conduct. "
One idea , rediscussed in the
last few weeks, was the possible
placing of hall floor monitors, at
least one per building . This
would involve working with the
many departm ents in various
buildings . Having to work on a
rotation basis, problems would
be encounterd in working around
vacations and summer leaves .
There would be phones to
which the floor monitor would
report, making one phone call,
two at the most, to determine if
the situation of fire were real.
Having done this the floor
monitor would them receive his
instuctions, and carry them out.
According to Hickerson , "I certainly believe that by next fall

buildings , small wall plaques
giving general emergency procedure . For those of us who
have missed these plaques: we
can hopefully rely on common
sense.
A number of faculty and staff
were questioned about their
knowledge of an e~ergency p~ocedure. Of approximat e ly 2Q
people questioned , only three
presented the possibility of
having been told something,
" but I can't remember for
sure. "
Two members of the Physics
Department told of a sticker on
their telephone listing an emergency phone number, however
one of the gentlemen said he did
not know to whom the number
VIST A is requesting Education
would connect him if used.
majors to develop and maintain
Another member of the
alternative education programs
Speech departm e nt d eclared
emphatically , " No! I've never , for children and adults in the
Midwest and across the U.S.
been told anything! They don't
Recruiter on campus--THURS.
even have fire-drills here, and I
FEBRUARY 20 PLACEMEl\ r
think they should have fireOFFICE AND UNIVERSITY
drills! "
CENTER. (Srs / Grads sign up for
According to Webber, "a unian interview--today)
versity should have a fire-drill
procedure and carry it out in the

the Washington University security department , who then
calls the fire department.
•
St. Louis University has some
dorms hooked directly into the
fire department whereas some
others are connected to their
security department.
[continued on page 8]
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THE UNIVERSITY PROGRAM BOARD
presents

THE YES CHOIB
Gospel, lack & S,oul

ORGANIZ ED IN FEBRUARY.I 1973.1 TI1E YES CHOIR HAS GRO'tIN .TO H!CLUDE
MEMBERSi THE CHOIR HAS PERFORMED WITH SUCH BLACK LEADERS
AS DICK GREGORY) RA LPH ;~BERNATHY AND JESSE JACKSON AND HAS MADE
NUMEROUS TELEVISIO N AND PERSONAL APPEARA NCES THROUGHOUT THE MIDWEST,

30

,

Saturday, Feh.22 8:30pm
J.C. Penney Aud.
I

$1.00 .UMSL STUDENTS

$1.50 UMSL rACUlTY &STAFF

$2.00 PUBl.K:.
THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEN SUBSIDIZED WITH STUDENT ACTIVITY FUNDS.
ADVANCE TICKETS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY CENTER INFORMATION nESK.
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Mating season gives birth
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to traditional celebration
Maggie Arblni
It all began with the birds and
the rabbits.

•

Early people saw the birds
mating on the 14th of February
and thought they would like to
try it. And so they did.
.
Thus began the tradition of
celebrating Valentine's Day.

In the Mi.ddle Ages throughout Europe there was a belief
that birds mated on Feb. 14. In
his "Parlement of Foules,"
Chaucer mentions this idea,
"For this was on Saint Valentine's Day, / When e*ery bird
cometh there to choose his
mate. "
Up until the' beginning of the

The Federal Bureau of Prisons has requested two
!ADMINlSTRATIONVISTA Volunteers to s:rve as couns~lors a~d. in
pre-release programs m Kansas City. Similar
programs throughout the U.S. in VISTA.
OF
Recruiter on campus - THURSDAY, FEBRUARY
JUSTICE
20
PLACEMENT OFFICE AND UNIVERSITY
CENTER

20th century, Ozark hill folk
thought that birds and rabbits
started the mating season o~
Feb. 14. This belief that birds ,
choose their mates on Valentine's Day led to the idea that',
boys and girls should do the
same.
One legend has it that Valentine's Day and the tradition of
love it begat, started when a
tribe of Eastern Indians, the
valorous and tiny "Va)'n tines"
witnessed the mating ritual of
the bantoo cock.
The dance of the cock was so
unique in its movement that it
inspired a month of feasting,
dancing and the sending of
missives painted in red - from
a dye gathered from the leaf of
the cupidus angelius plant 'on the skin of a deer.

Anthropologists say that these
missives were generally shot
through the air from one teepee

f!YCennetlt
STING

:!fJltolOfFtaf14
!Jljtecio&t ~ in

A

7:259:35-

go't

FLESH GORDONI
Daily
7:008:35 10:15 ~WiiI""'~
1:453:20 5:00 L.-_ _ _~

io:oo -

There are many legends that
have grown up around Valentine's Day and lovers. In other
eras, it was a favorite time for
practicing divination and allurements with love charms .

XAtdeiJOn

Robert Redford

Young girls were supposed to
marry the first eligible bachelor
they met on this day. One could
conjure up the appearance of a
future spouse by. going to the
churchyard on St. Valentine's
Eve at midnight , and singing a
prescribed .chant while running
around the church twelve times.

O)fedde~6

an ~ftolnt~ .

~all

839· -1882

No one
under 18 admitted

Those who preferred to stay at
home could get five bay leaves
and pin four on the corners of
the pillow and the fifth to the
middle. Boil an egg hard , take
out the yolk, fill it with salt and
when you go to bed, eat it shell
and all , without speaking or
drinking after it.

Join the

third biggest
family in the

It isn't mentioned anywh~re
what me n may do to obtam a
vis;on of their true love but
rumor has it the prescribed
formulas ran something like this.

world.

Imagine an order of
22 ,000 priests and brothers in
73 countries around the world.
(That's a pretty qig family.)
But that's what the
Salesians of St. John Bosco
are all about - a large family
of community-minded men
ded icated to the service of'
youth . (And nd one gets lost.)
In Italy in the 1800's a chance meeting between a poor
prieSt and a street urchin served to create a movement of such .
success that it is still growin g today. Don Bosco became the
priest who brought youth back from the streets - and
back to God .
He reasoned that a program of pl ay, learn and pray would
make useful citizens of the world. He crowded out evil with
reason , religion and kindness in a (what was then unheard of)
atmosphere of family.
The ideals of St. John Bosco are still w ith us today. His
work goes on in boys clubs, technical and academic schools,
guidance centers, summer camps and missions. And his very
human approach is very evident in the family spirit of the
Salesians. This is the way he wanted it. This is the way it is.
The Salesian experience isn't learned - it's lived.

"Take one half dozen leaves
of a Catalpa tree (lady cigars).
Set three aflame in a large bowl
of newspaper while smoking the
other three simultaneously.
"Eat a blend of tuna fish,
salad oil, and pepperoni rolled
into an uncooked biscuit, while
singing the words to the Missouri waltz in Latin ."
This year, however, the angel
Cupid has fallen prey to the
eagle of inflation.

..-----------,
I

I
I

I
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I

For more in formation about Salesian Priests and
Brothers, mail this coupon to :

I

sFathae~ IJO
eSePSh_,M
aafleni'SS'D':~ S~O;O:N2~:sco
Box 639, New Ro chelle, N.Y. 10802
I am interested in the Priesthood

Name

0

Brotherhood

I
I

0

Age _ _ __

Street Address
City

State

I

Zip

Phone ________~~__~-------------------------Education

to another teepee on an arrow.
The reply was generally de Hvered b'y a feather-covered
youngster in a loin cloth, who, in
imitation of the ban too cock
would rise from the center of the
body of the village and undulate
from teepee to teepee.

'

Your Current Job

~----------

I

I

.

There are stories of gala
celebrations over an oreo with a
glass of milk, followed by an
exciting ritual dance to a kazoo,
culminating in a passionate
session of handholding - other
forms of expressing affection
have become too expensive.

BUSINESS GRADS
VIST A is seeking 6 volunteers
with business degrees to work in
Kansas City pr~gram . with undereducated youth .
This and
many other programs across the
V.S.
Recruiter on c!lmpus-THURSPA Y--FEBRUARY 20
PLACEMENT OFFICE AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER
(Srs.l
grads sign up for an interview
today)

/'

•
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Thursday
GALLERY 210: will be open
from 10 am to 2 pm in room 210 ,
Lucas Hall.
LECTURE: on Transcendental
Meditation , 7:30 pm in room 75
J.C. Penney.
COMMUNIVERSITY: "Photography Workshop" begins 2 pm
in the University -eenter Darkroom ; "Short Story Workshop"
begins 7:30 pm in room 414
Clark Hall ; "Individual Rights
and Responsibilities" begins 8
pm in room 316 Clark Hall .
FIRESIGN FlLMS: Armadillo
Protection League is showing
films in U. Center Lounge at 7
pm free to students with ID 's.
The titles are, "Love is Hard to
Get ," " Martian Space Party"
and "TV pr not 1.'~: "

Friday
LECTURE: by A.D. Coleman
the New York Times ph oto graphy critic, 8 pm in room 100
Lucas Hall. Free.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
UMSL will play Southeast Missouri State at 7 pm in Cape
Girardeau .
COLLOQUIUM: Math department will hold a seminar from 4
to 5 in room 413 Clark Hall.
LUNCH'N CHAT: will be held
by Hillel 12 noon in room 58
University Center.
COMMUNIVERSITY: Recorder playing will begin at 8
pm.
FILM: ., Butch Cassiay and
the Sundance Kid " will be
shown 8 pm in room 101 Stadler
Hall. Admission is $.75 with
UMSL ID .

AROUND UA\SL
EUzabeth O' Brien

February 13 .. 20

POETRY READING: John
Knoepfle, Jeff Schneider and
Gregory Marshall will read from
their poery at Duff's Restaurant
392 Euclid at 8 pm. $1.50
donation.

Lucy Zapf

'Tuesday

Saturday
FILM: " But'ch Cassidy and
the Sundance Kid " will be
shown 8 pm in room 101 Stadler
Hall. Admission is $.75 with an
UMSL ID.
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL:
UMSL will play Murray State
College at 2 pm in Murray,
Kentucky.
CHESS TOURNAMENT:
sponsored by UMSL Chess Club .,
Will be held in the Snack Bar.
Registration begins at 8 am ' for
$3.00.
' SWIM MEET: UMSL will
compete against Chicago State
and Southeast Missouri State at
1 pm at UMSL.
PHYSICS WORKSHOP: On
the Physics of Sound Reproduction at 9:30 am in room 310
Benton Hall. Also on Feb . 22
. and March 1.
DANCE: for the benefit of
United Farm Worke rs Strike
Fund at Boilermakers' Hall,
1547 S. Broadway, 9 pm . Admission is $5.00.
BENEFIT AUCTION: will be
held by Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternit y for the Evangelical
Children's Home. Auction will
begin at 2 pm at J.e. Penney.
Everything under the sun is to
be auctioned .

Sunday
CHESS TOURNAMENT: will
continue from Saturday.

.

FILM: " An American in
Paris ," 8 pm in room 101 •
Stadler Hall. Free.
GALLERY 210: will be open
10 am to 2 pm and 5:30 to 7:30
pm in room 210 Lucas Hall.

Wednesday

/I

LECTURE: on the Meramec •
Dam sponsor'e d b y Chiluki-ki
Grotto Club at 10:30 in room 101
J.C. Penney Aud . .
WORKSHOP: on Academic
Survival Workshop, 2 pm in
room 72 J. e. Penney .
SWIM MEET: St. Louis -Area
College Athletic Association
Meet, 4 pm at UMSL.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION MEETING: 7:40 am
room 272 U. Center.

OUR fUNDS
f>~N cur BAcK
~ MU::H -mAT ALL 1 CAN OffER

IS A LImE Monn::RLV
CONCERT: UMSL Orchestra
with Richard Holmes conducting
4 pm in the J . C. Penney AUG .
Free.
SPEAKER: Marketing Club
will have Dr. J .A. Vondechaar
speaking at 7:30 pm in room 272
U. Center.
ADVERTISING SPEAKER: Pi
Sigma Epsilon, cooed business
fraternity, is sponsoring Ken
Harris of Gardner Advertising to
discuss the promotion of Chuck
Wagon in room 225 J .C. Penney
at '7 pm.

Thursday

ADJICEI."

'M onday
FILM: "Uncle Vanya," 8 pm
in J.C. Penney Aud. Free.
MEN'S BASKETBALL: UMSL
will play Westminster 8 pm at
UMSL.
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL:
UMSL WILL PLAY Quincy College 5:30 pm at UMSL.
COMPUTER
SHORT
COURSE: on Time-Sharing Option at 2:30 pm in room 208
Lucas Hall .

MEN'S BASKETBALL: UMSL
will play Principia at 8 pm at
UMSL.
WOMEN'S
BASKETBALL:
UMSL will play Scott Air Force
Base at 5:45 pm at"UMSL.
MEETING: of the University •
Senate at 3 pm in room 126 J.C.
Penney.
PEACE CORPS AND VISTA:
re p resentatives on campus at
Career Planning and Placement ,
University Center. Seniors and
Grads. sign up for an interview
in Placement Office.

•

PHY .ED RECREATION •

WkAi tI II' ,(OU f INti?
Sl\"vER~ f\..l\ilNUM?

Phy Ed majors are requested to
serve in youth oriented Phy Ed
and Recreation programs in the
U.S . and developing countries of
Latin America, Asia and Africa .
Recruiter on campus-- THURS .
FEBRUARY 20 PLACEMENT
OFFICE AND UNIVERSITY
CENTER (Srs / Grads sign up
for an interview--today)

•

[continued from page 6]

The third school contact ec ,
Florissant Valley Comm umty
College , seemed to have the
be.st system of all.
.
According to the -chief of
security at Fl orissant Valley ,
the re are signs posted in each
classroom giving instructions on
how to get out of the building
from each room.
In addition, the whole campus
is directly linked not only to the
. Florissant Valley security department , but to the Florr~sant
City Police and Fire departments
as w·ell.
Generally, the reaction of our
students when asked what they
would do in case of fire was,
"Run like hell . "
One member of the sociology
department pointed out that,
" Fire-drills are not only useful,
but are also a great way of
starting rela~ionships. "
Anyone for relation~hips? I.

Bruce Properties
Presents

Finally, a qreat new
apartment community
you can really afford.

For openers, there's a very private
location , warm, contemporary
architecture with advanced soundcontrol construction , professional
landscaping and laundry facilities
convenient to every building.

THIS IS A TEST
MULTIPLE CHOICE
Where can you go to snow ski
Ice skate and enjoy Olher wmter
fun thal IS convemef'luy located
10 the Mld -Sou lh. oilers
reasonable poces. beaultful
scenery. deltclous food. and
accommodations from camparks
to motels 10 hotel apar lmen;s
to chalets where the whole gang
can stay toget her?
1 Marble Falls
2 Marble Falls
3. Marble Falls
4 . All of the above

o
o

o
o

madJle falls

IllSCtJ ard<:O'MlnlO1 cefjer
Between Harrison and Jasper, Ark.,
on Soenic Highway 7
Call (501) 743-1111 for reservations

If you're one of the young singles
or couples who'd like an exciting
new apartment on a not-so-exciting
income, we'd like you to come out
and see Greenwood. It has just
about everyth ing (except a high
rental price tag).

North County's
finest one-bedroom
apartment value.

Inside each apartment you 'll find
color coordinated shag carpeting
and draperies, a big walk-in closet
and individually. controlled heating
and air conditioning. And every allelectric Greenwood kitchen includes
refrigerator, range, decorator range
hood with reCirculating fan,
disposal and loads of cabinet space.
And you'll appreciate the kind of
prompt, courteous resident servic~

that Bruce Properties Company
is famous for.
There's only one feature at
Greenwood that's not luxurious, and
that's the Greenwood rental price.
Come out today and let us prove
it to you .
Greenwood . You can really afford it.

•

Florissant

Garvin
Highway 70

Carson Rd.
Natural Bridge
Highway 70 to Carson Rd., north
one block to Garvin , then left to
Greenwood. Display apartment open
10:00 AM-6:00 PM Daily. Phone
524-4344 for Information or
brochure.

•

Bruce Properties Company/When you live with us, we live with you, too.

•

Atanson triumphs in Moby Pick'
I

I

Beverly Bishop
"Moby Dick , " starring Jack
Aranson, J.C. Penney.
Jack Aranson is a man after
Herman Melville ' s heart. There
is a little . of the frustrated
thespian in all of us and Melville
was certainly no exception. The
man who used to read Shake·
speare's plays aloud by the hour
to his family would have been
pleased to see this fme adapta·
tion. of his own American classic,
" Moby Dick ," to the stage.

•

True, Belville had himself ex·
perimented with the form in the
chapter, "Midnight ; Forecas·
tle, " but he experimenteo with

many things in that amazing and
unwieldy book. What Aranson
has done is to distill the plot
down to its essentials··providing
a work of more manageable, if
less epic proportions:
Using the character of Ishmael
as a bridge from one scene to
the next, he achieves a dramatic
unity that Melville might Have
envied.
As for the acting, Aranson
was, in a word, superb . In the
course of the play, he portrayed
. no less than 13 separate and
distinct characters··often having
to change accents very rapidly.
Spontaneous applause broke out
whe never Aranson did a scene

JOIN ACTION III

particularly well··which was
quite often.
Aranson performed on a virtu·
ally bare set··3 risers placed
alongside one another··and it is
a tribute to his talents as an
actor that he captured the imagi·
nation of the audience so well.
When he set the scene in a
church, adapting the kerchief he
wore round his neck to simulate
a clergyman's vestments, you
imagined a church. When he
rocked from side to side , you felt
the motion of Ii ship .
I came out of the auditorium
feeling that this was pure thea·
tre· ·stripped away from the
sometimes distorting trappings
of scenery and cost u mi n g .
" Moby Dick" follows the new
tre nd back to purism in the.atre
that I have been witnessing with
joy of late. Here's hoping it
continues. With more produc·
tions like " Moby Dick," how
can it fail ?

JACK ARANSON in one of the many roles of " Moby Dick." [Photo
·by EDen Cohen]

Classified Ads
•
PICK UP AN OFFICIAL CLASS.
' IFIED AD ENVELOPE FROM
ROOM
255
UNIVE RSIT Y
CENTER.uCLASSIFIEDS ARE 10
CENTS A WORD AND MUST
BE IN ONE WEEK PRIOR TO
PUBLICATION DATE.

09

WANTED
Roommate··share spacious 5 rm.
house in Florissant.
Yard ,
b·a se ment, garage. 15 min. from
campus. Nice neighborhood.
Must like dogs.
Pref. Grad
Student. Call Babette··921 ·0855

MEN!·· WOMEN!
JOBS ON SHIPS!
No exper·
ience required . Excellent pay .
. Worldwide travel.
Periect
summer job or career.
Send
$3.00 for information. SEAFAX
Dept. K· 16 P.O. Box 2049. Port
Angeles. Washi~gto n 98362.

II

TF's' GRADS PROF' s EARN
$2000 or more & FREE 5·8
WEEKS IN EUROPE. AFRlCA ,
ASIA. Nationwide educational
organization needs qualified
leaders for H.S. and college
groups. Send name. address,
phone , school , resume. leader·
ship experiem:e to: Center for
Foreign Study, P.O. Box 606,
Ann Arbor , MI..,48107.

Muse

SYSTEN\ .
O1TfoJ.ffi

..

'

FOR SALE

WE CAN PROBABLY SAVE YOU LOTS OF MONEY IF YOU ARE
WOlCING FOR RECEI VERS, AMPS, 'l'UNERS, CHANGERS,
TURNTABLES, TAPEDEClCS, SPEAlCERS, HEADPHONES, ETC.

ROTEL RXAOOA receiver; 5120.
P air of 12" 3·way s peake rs;
$1 20.
Together 5230. .Fully
Guaranteed . Call 839·1558.

YOU'LL BE ABLE TO GET VERY REASONABLE BARGADlS ON
THE BIG NAMES IN THE BUSINESS.

Rod ney. ferme ta Goule
Devinez!

UTHORIZED DEALER FOR:

..

Discwashe r
B.lC
ADC
Akai
AKG
Altec
AR
Audio Technica
Bose
BSR
Crown
dBx
Dual
Dynaco
EV
Empire

Fisher
Garrard
Harman Kardon
Infinity
JBL
Kenwood
KLH
Koss
Marantz
Maximus
Miracord
Phase Linear
Pickering
Philips
Pioneer
P.E.

Rabco
Rectilinear
Revox
Sansui
Sennheiser
Sherwood
Shure
Sony
Stanton
Superex
Superscope
Tandberg
Thorens
Teac.
Wollensak

Send for
free cata10g
THESE PRODUCTS ARE OFFERED TO YOU BY ONE OF THE
LARGEST DEALERS IN THE COUNTRY ~ SEND TO US FOR
YOUR FREE COpy OF THEIR 64 PAGE COLOR CATALOG.

. Gemini Music

P. O. Box 13058
•

PERSO~AL

St. Louis, Mo. 63119

Monica.

Happy V.D.

Comb

PJ ~ Happy V.D. Love MA &
McC.
H . D. Here' s to flowers .
Baskin·Robbins candles. mag·
nets and other beautiful things

- E

MEDA..Happy B~day! ! !!I111!1/

JW , TF, JS, JH . VD is for
everybody.
Nancy· We love you!· Puppies
, the world .

of

WST
Lost: Silver pendant necklace.
Rose pictured. Sentimental val •
ue.
Reward.
CalI Sn-SS06
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•
There , s a djJferenceH!
Te 0
LSAT
MCAT 5- 3- 75
DAT
4- 26- 75
s T A T AT. OS.
.NAT'L .DS , 6-75
eO" •

s

4- 19 =- 75
3- 22 - 75
4- 26.-75

•

MCAT Co",pact tor Spring . r• • k
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Spring and Summer MCAT Compact Classes
Excellent Test Preparation
Voluminous Homew~rk Material
Limited Class Size
Taped Lessons for Rev iew o r Missed Classes '
Course Ma~erial Constantly Updated
InHructors Exper it!nce.d in Your Test

Most course$ begin 8 weeks prior
to test date - HEGISTER EARL Y

STANLEY H. KAPL.AN EDUCATIONAL CENTER

St_ Louis, Missouri

GALLERY 210 eshibits prints by Warrington Colescott through the end of February. [Photo by Lairy

~rier]

.

Colescott

confronts

.
/

society with art

iI

(618) 656- 6366

.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
Your degree in . Sociolo~y, Psychology,
Political
Science will
qualify you for many assignments
throughout the U.S. in VISTA Education , 'Housing Rights ,
Welfare Rights, Youth Services, Employment and Health Services ..
Contact VISTA representative ~ THURSDAY, . FEBRUARY
20 PLACEMENT OFFICE AND 'UNIVERSITY 'CENTER

CHICAGO CENTER
(312) 764-5151

Nicholas Vablkamp
Warrington Colescott, whose
art doesn't lend itself to decorative corners in suburban
homes, will undoubtedly assault
those who have notions about
truth, beauty and idealized form.
Colescott's graphic art can be
seen through this month in room
210 of Lucas Hall. There are no
lingering landscapes or artist 's
theories in this show.
Colescott is direct , confronting
and sometimes brutal in his art
which comments upon our society. It is a social order which
he sees as a pornographic farce
embellished by puritanical
smugness; a favorite theme of
social critics in the past several
years.

A typical print of his reads
like this: a self-righteous judge
knocks down his gavel while
Dame Justi ce (naked without
shame) dances the court's decision in favor of the highest
bidder. The charming eloquence
of a learned lawyer delights
no one as a fascistic guard contributes his a ustere silence.
Scandal and the mock agony of a
" victimless " defendant cry from
a newspaper headline which,
like the lawyer's rattle , also goes
unread and unheard . .

Pack two years of
AnDy ROTC into
six toughweeks.
Army ROTC usually takes four years of
college. But now you can do it in only two.
That's a good deal for everyone (men and
women) who was unable to start the
program in the freshman year. .
You make up those missed years in mar
6-week Basic Camp during the summer
following your sophomore year. It's frankly
tough because Y0!l cram 2 years of classes
into a fast summer. But if you're looking
for a challenge, it's there!
You get over $500 for the time you're in
camp plus travel allowance. You're under
no obligation. You can quit anytime (but

..

over 90% completed last summer's camp .)
You are then eligible for Advanced Army
ROTC. You earn $100 a month while you're
taking the 2-year Advanced Course, and
yO\! earn your commission while you're
earning your degree.
Army ROTC offers plenty of other
advantages you should consider. Mail the
coupon so we can send you the facts . Or,
phone Toll Free ... 1-800/626-6526. (In
Kentucky, dial 1-800/292-6599.)
Army ROTC. The more you look at it,
the better it looks.

Colescott probably isn 't the
type of artist likely to be invited
to one of those museum socialite
dinf'.ers, but then neither was
George Grosz, whose pen and
pencil were used to exactly the
same bitter and satirical ' effect
snme fift y years ago in Germany. These social proble,ms, as
Colescott's art remind us , do not
disappear merely because of our
current nostalgia for mellower
times which never were. Instead
we should recall those photo.graphs of bread lines in Detroit
and the barrels of worthless
currency from the Weimar Republic.
You can see Colescott's work
daily from 10 am till 2 pm and
Tuesday and Wednesday evenings from 5:30 until 7:30.

/

/
/

//'
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"

/

.

/

Mr.
Miss
Mrs. _ __ _ _ _ __

_ _ _ __

/

Boehme Quintette

/
/

cancels concert
The Boehme Quintette, a woodwind ensemble originally scheduled to appear at UMSL this
Friday night has been cancelled.
The group is planning' to return
at a later date , but a spedfic
time has not yet been anounced.

/

Army ROTC
Fort Knox , Kentucky 401 2 1
Tell me more abo ut the Army ROTC
2·year program. No o bligation to n\e.

/

/"
.~:~
"

/

/

/
/

/

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ __

City _

_ _ _ __ _ State _ _ __

Zip _ __

"/"/Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - College Attending _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _- - _

" ""

/

y

./

"

•

•
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Rivermen victory marred by tragedy .
a..Ies N. Saow

•

An UMSL basketball victory of
97 -69 over University Illinois
Chicago Circle last Saturday
night, was dimmed by the death
of game official Gus Lombardo.
With 28 seconds left in the first
Jlalf, ,Lombardo collapsed in
front of the scorer's table at
which time the game was halted
and an early halftime was declared. A stretcher was brought
in to take Lombardo to the~

hospital. The remaining 28 seconds were played before the
start of the second half.
As far as the game itself, the
Rivermen got off to a slow start,
going the first 1 :42 before
. scoring. However, once they did
get started they turned the game
into a rout to win their fifth in a
row. The Rivermen shot 43.9 per
cent from the floor in the first
half and at times appeared
sluggish. However, UICC shot
an even poorer 23 .1 per cen: and

thus UMSL led at half time
41-24.
ln the second half UMSL
continued to dominate the game

More than 400 French speakers will serve in West
Africa in 1975-76. Peace Corps will develop your
basic French and offer you' an opportunity to help
in 14 countries in Africa.
Contact a Peace Corps recruiter - THURSDAY,
FEBRUARY 20 ' PLACEMENT OFFICE AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER

FRENCH
MAJORS

as they shot 49.1 per cent from
. the floor as they out s'c ored
,scored 22 points. Also scoring in
double figures were guard Dale
Wills, reserve center Jim Pelechek, and Wynn, who scored
.16, 14 and 12 points respec- '
tively. Chicago Circle scoring
was led by Dan Centillon and
Alton Carter who scored 16
points each.
One highlight of the game was
the fact that Bone became the
third highest scorer in Riverman
history. With his 24 points, he
ended the game with a total of
_ 991 points. He passed both Greg
Daust (967) and Mark Bersen
(990) in the game Saturday.

UICC, 51 -45 in the second half.
The Rivermen completely dominated all facets of the game as
they out rebounded Chicago
Circle 69-47.
The defense as usual was led
by 6'9" Warren Wynn. Wynn
had 22 rebounds and six block
shots . Freshman forward Rolandis Nash contributed to the
defense with 14 rebounds .
The Rivermen had a balanced
scoring attack with five players
in double figures . The scoring
was led by sophomore Bobby
Bone. Bone, who went into the
game with a 27 point per game
average, scored 24 points. He
was followed b y Nash who

Wr·estlers in need
Tom Klein

SHOOTING STAR: Bob Bone
goes up for another of his
patented layups. [Photo by Steve
Piper]

The New Apartment Community
With A Mansion In The Middle

•

•

,

Picture a private, wooded estate at the edge
of Nonnandy. On a 'hill, overlooking sycamores
and .stately oaks, a three story French manor
house.
Now picture the old mansion transfonned
into an exciting, truly
unique community
center for MansJon
Hill residents.
Century old hard
leaded windows,
stone fireplaces, carved
staircases, arched doorways and
high ceilings become a dramatic
setting for todays young lifestyles. And just out·
side the mansion (you r mansion). a brand new
swimming pool and sun deck. surrounded by
woods for privacy and a natural summer feeling.
Now add contemporary
a pa rtmen t bu i Id i_ngs.
tastefully designed in
warm wood and brick .
Carefully placed in the
rolling earth and woods
around the mansion .
Ybu'll find spac;:ious one
and two bedroom garden
apartments with carefree
all·electric kitchens. con ·
tinuous clean ovens. lush
carp~ting. coordinated
draperies and wall ·size
closets.
You' II love the advanced
sound contol construc·
tion that keeps your pri·
vacy private, or lets your stereo sing. And the full
time Mansion Hill maintenance staff will handle
your service request quickly and courteously.

European
Car Parts
1015 McCausland
St. louis Mo. 63117
781-8086

PARTS FOR All
FOREIGN CARS

,

MATH
- SCIENCE

The 1974-75 UMSL wrestling
team has improved and done
much better than coach Joe
Lowder had expected. But the
program still faces problems that
,have to be tackled if UMSL is to'
'become a wrestling power.
One problem the team faces is
a lack of equipment. They badly
need better practice facilities.
Greg " Sugar Ray" Holmes, winner of 58 straight dual collegiate
matches , put it this way. "The
practice room is unsafe," he
said. "We could fall right into a
concrete wa ll and get hurt·
because the wall isn't padded."
Money is the key to getting
more equipm~nt. "To correct
our problems we need more
money," said Lowder. "The
money we have now is adequate
for what we want to do this
season if we didn't have anv

Peace Corps is requesting BiOlogy, Chemistry,
Physics and Math Majors to teach, train teachers
and help set up labs in 69 developing countries in
Latin America, Africa and Asia. Peace Corps
recruiter on campus - T!IU~SDAY FEBRUARY 20
PLACEMENT OFFICE AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER

FREE BEER
at
Span~·(eyls

&_

Our G' angsClubhous~
Itls Ladies
Night at Span~(eyl·s
Tues. Feb. 11 and Thurs. Feb. 13
ALL SINGLE LADIES WILL
RECEIVE FRE,E BEER FROM

If you can find a better mansion for the money,
take it.
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NATURAL BRIDGE and BROWN
;

r

Natural Bridge Ro~d

Mansion Hill-is on Florissant Road just Yl mile
south of Interstate 70.

..

Phone 521 ·1534 tor information' or an
illustrated brQchure.
fi:j::J An excl-.ng development by

l::t::J. Bmce Properties Company
L - - -_ _

~------II

Greg Holmes. [Photo by Greg
Ahrens]
problems . .,
But its going to take better
organization to get the money.
Past disorganization has made it
impossible for the team to make
the University Athletic Bo ard
fully aware of its difficulties.
"Earlier disorganization has
hurt us," Lowder said . "Communication needs to be im·
proved between the team and
the administration. I think about
sixty per cent of the problem is
at the team level. Its up to us to
initiate improved communic ation. I'm sure the university
will help us but we have to tell
them ~hat we need and be able
to justify it."
The most important thing
Lowder wants to justify is increased financial aid for wrestlers . UMSL forfeits several
matches at every meet because
'the team doesn't hav e the
wrestlers to fill so'me weight
brackets . Tr.e coach feels that
some type of wrestling scholarship would solve the problem .
"We need bodies to come out
for the team," Lowder said.
"For this to happen we need
some type of increased financial
help so kids don't have to work
,and get away from wrestling to
pay for school. Its a matter of
being able to afford to come out
for the team ."
Holmes agreed with the
coach. "We definitely need
mDre scholarships," he said.
"We're right in the middle of
the hottest wrestling area in
three states but we can't attract
wrestlers because we don't have
scholarships. Nobody wants to
go' to UMSL if they don 't get
any help."

I

J

ACTION·· Peace Corps ··VISTA
on campus
THURSDAY ··FE.RU~RY 20
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
AND
UNIVERSITY CENTER
(Srs. Grads sigl up_
for al _
i.tertie.
at place
.._
e.t_ _today)
-----..;;,
__

~_~

~---a
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Sports comment

.

Apathy apparent ·in the development of SLA CAA
Brian F1fnchpaugh

The most notable and perhaps
illustrative aspect of the annual
winter meeting of the St. Louis
AreJl College Athletic Association (SLACAA) was the fact
that It never transpired.
"I polled some of the athletic
directors," Chuck Smith, UMSI
athletic director and SLACAA
chairman said, "and they
couldn't get together this
winter."
The very act of not being able
to agree to a meeting points
toward two basic problems that
this loose local college athletic
conference must resolve for its
success in the future. Confronted with the things it was
founded to fight against,
SLACAA must contend with the
twin dilema of apathy and selfinterest in it's ranks.
Formed two years ago,
SLACAA represented an attempt
to join area colleges and universities into a viable conference
and college athletic association.
"It sort of originated through
my office," Smith said in an
earlier conversation this fall.
"Since I've been here, I always
felt other cities had an advantage with their own col1ege
athletic associations."
Feeling out various directors
'. n the area at the time, Smith
'ound enough support to sit
down at a downtown luncheon
with his counterparts and announce the formation
of
SLACAA in late 1973.
As stated in its by-laws, the
,official purpose of SLACAA is
"to promote intercollegi!cte athletic competition amoung fouryear colleges and universities of
the St. Louis area and to
encourage excellence of per-

formance within the framework
of each institution's program
and philosophy of athletics."
Unofficially there were other
reasons for this "informal" organization.
Exposure, the need, in
Smith's words, to "get area
college sports befor the St. Louis
.area media," played a decisive
role in getting the organization
off the ground. Media, to any
instituion involved in intercollegiate sports, translates to interest which begets money
which begets more money at the
box office.
But lofty and not so lofty goals
aside, the reality of the situation
shows that the results have been
less than spectacular. Both the
level and expansion of the organization are at a standstill.
Some evidence suggests that
some of the large instituions in
the conference, such as SIU-EeIwardsville and St. Louis University are headed in their own
directions.
Speaking with Smith one finds
no clear cut answers. The media
problem or simply its general
lack has been a difficult malady
to remedy because of the nature
of the various divisions and
pairings in SLACAA activities.
"Because of the way the thing
is structured," he said, "one
day competition makes it difficult to get it in front of the
media.
"You see the media is only
interested in pre-meet and after
maybe post-game results and in
between it's difficult to keep it
before them."
This one meet or tournament
competition setup is applicable
to tennis, golf, cross country and
swimming. In soccer, baseball
and in basketball division

standings are deterinined in a
round robin affair between each
school in large or small college
groupings . There is no competition in wrestling.
With the exception of a few
press clippings in the daily
newspapers at ~ournamel!t time,
virtually no attention has been
focused on any aspect of the
organization.
When St. Louis University left
the Missouri VaIley Conference
last year speculation had it that
the Billikens would look toward

to discuss local problems?
What ever the case, promotion
for these 10l;al tournaments or
championships has been almost
nonexistant and coaches seem
lax about the whole affair. At
the end of the year the outcome
of these local championships
fails to manifest itself beyond
the won and lost record.
With this apathy goes selfinterest on the part of the larger
~chools in the organization. Not
really confounding the media St.
Louis University has gone to an

university characterized by St .•
Louis U. seems to lack the overall support in athletic activities
enjoyed by other comparable,
less urban colleges. There are
too many distractions on Saturday night.
"I can't believe those Jesuits
will continue to pour $200,00<1
into a basketball program which
is failing."
There is a definite need for a
local conference in all athletic
offerings particularly in the more
minor sports , in UMSL's and

.SPORTS
a local conference in basketball.
Columnists in the Globe-Democrat and the Post-Dispatch such
as Bbb Burnes and Bob Broeg
noted this possibility but only Ed
Macaully, the former St. Louis
U. great, discussed the possible
scheduling of schools like UMSL
and SIU-Edwardsvil1e on the
Billiken schedule on a regular
basis. All failed to recognize the
framework which already existed; SLACAA
Perhaps the fault for this lies
with the member schools themselves. Despite its stated purpose of promoting area intercollegiate athletics, one wonders
if the organization has ever fully
defined its f\!nction. Is it a.
meaningful attempt to form a
sports conference along the lines
of Missouri Valley or an event
which local athletic directors get
together hopefully twice a year

independent basketball schedule
against top-flight opponents .
Their success or failure, along
with SIU-Edwardsville and
UMSL in getting into a conference, may spell the future for
SLACAA and the idea of a local
conference.
Like the media, S1. Louis
University and it's basketball
program, despite stated intentions, has snubbed two potentially natural rivals in UMSL
and SIU-Edwardsville. "St.
Louis is not willing to give up a
big time operation in basketball," Smith said.
"In basketball they want to
keep a big time image,;; he
said. "They'll do it one more
year and they may review it if
they're not getting the job
done."
"Not getting the job done"
means to Smith poor fan support
as v:ell as quality play. An urban
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most other athletic programs in
the area. Because these colleges
and universities have developed
independently, due to funding
and size, the scope of their
athletic programs have followed
suit. But in a day in which rising
costs and inflation are taking"
their toll, independence of action
may be outdated.
.. Athletics are hemmed in at
UMSL with the present budget
setup," Smith said. "We don't
know what will happen."
SLACAA may not end th~
slack but it may fiIl a lack .
t
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Men's single: first - Daryl Heim,
second - Eric Li
Women's single: first - Pat
Murphy, second - Sue Bereni
Oass A: Alain Diana
Oass B: Larry Myers
Mixed doubles: Heim and
Bereni
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